ROYAL GREENLAND’S MOVILIZER APP FOR
QM ENSURES SWIFT QUALITY INSPECTIONS.
The quality inspectors do their work more quickly and efficiently

“

With Movilizer, the quality data is in SAP within one
day, where before we had to wait seven to ten days.
Also the audit in the factories of the finished goods
and the inspections of external vendors’ deliveries
of raw fish has improved in efficiency and validity.

Marianne Schou Faber,
QM responsible SAP Consultant Royal Greenland

Movilizer
Case Study

”

It’s cold, it’s wet, it’s working with fish – your fingers are frozen, the working area is greasy:
these are the working conditions for the Royal Greenland quality inspectors around the
world. Paper and pen are not made for these hostile environments. Royal Greenland found
a smart way to let their quality inspectors do their work more quickly and efficiently in
these rough conditions. On top, it speeds up sales and production processes.

THE ASSIGNMENT
Business Case

“Everybody is mobile”, says Lars Bo Hassinggaard, Corporate IT Manager of
Royal Greenland, “but operating in a traditional industry, we have not had the

Paper and pen not suitable

urgent need yet to be ERP mobile.” However, Lars Bo and his team had one

for working conditions

specific process in mind that could be improved: Quality managers inspect
every load of fish that arrives in their harbours worldwide, taking out samp-

Double handling of data

les of each. These inspections have to be inserted into the SAP back-end to

Poor SAP response times

be accessible and processed by other departments. Being in the field, the

in very remote areas

inspectors had to first write their results on paper before typing them into
the system. This procedure doubled work in data handling and increased

High risk of copy errors when

the risk of losing data or making copy mistakes. Working in extreme weath-

data is captured on paper

er conditions and with greasy fish gave these pen and paper processes

Sales and production cycles

another challenge. On top, the SAP system had very poor response times

require QM data in SAP

in these remote areas. As a result, it took seven to ten days before QM data
was available in SAP, which delayed the sales or production cycle severely.

THE SOLUTION
The solution should be able to perform well in extreme weather and working conditions, should be capable to work online and offline, including the
choice of individual synchronization times. It should be able to run on a
(rugged) device that could handle these harsh conditions. The SAP integration had to be effortless and simple, while also being able to perform up-

“

dates and maintenance indepen-

(…) Movilizer enables
any back-end
system to become
mobile and ready
to use in the field.

dently from the service company.
Of course, data security in terms of
transfer and traceability had to be
provided. And finally, the solution had
to be easy to use and be brought into
operation with the lowest possible
TCO and implementation efforts.
“We looked at SAP and Salesforce.com,

but could not find the optimal solution for us,” explained Lars Bo Hassinggaard, “until Movilizer showed us their proposition.”
The quality inspection app with a simple UX
for a fast adoption.

Movilizer enables any back-end system to become mobile and ready to use
in the field. The technology is device-agnostic – it runs on any device of the

customer’s choice. With the Movilizer for SAP QM, Royal Greenland is able

Key Solution Features

to automatically address any inspection lot to the right inspector in the
field. On his mobile device, the inspector receives the list of inspections

Full SAP integration

to perform. By using well known devices and an optimized user interface,
inspectors were able to learn and implement the app very quickly. When

Offline capabilities

entering data, the mobile app acts on the rules and dependencies as if the
Low TCO and investment

data was entered directly in SAP.

Little implementation efforts

Since Movilizer requires no new infrastructure, the SAP team of Royal
Greenland performed the add-on and system preparation within a few

Hardware performance

hours and was then basically ready to go mobile.

in hostile environments
100% data security

THE RESULT
The faster appearance of quality data in the SAP back-end makes the trading and production much more efficient, since the lots can be handled immediately, without administrative waiting time.
”It has really made the process much easier and accurate for me,” says Mariane, one of the inspectors in Denmark. In China, the inspectors are used to
spending many unproductive hours on entering the data afterwards into
SAP, due to very long response times. “Now, our Chinese inspectors collect
data during the day and let the device synchronize during the evening and

“

night. Next day, they are again ready

(…) With Movilizer,
the quality data is
in SAP within one
day, where before
we had to wait
seven to ten days

to inspect new lots on their devices,”
says Marianne Schou Faber, QM
responsible SAP consultant at Royal
Greenland.
“Also the audit in the finished goods
factories and the inspections of external vendors’ deliveries of raw fish has
improved in efficiency and validity,”

she says. “With Movilizer, the quality data is in SAP within one day, whereas
before we had to wait seven to ten days.” Royal Greenland has stated that
The quality inspector uses the Movilizer App
while working in a cold storage.

Movilizer is their mobile platform of choice to build future scenarios on.
With the easy and fast approach of Movilizer to any SAP back-end process,
Royal Greenland has taken away any concern about complexity and minimized the biggest costs in their mobility strategy.
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Royal Greenland - owned by the Government of Greenland, has been
established in 1774. The company fishes, produces and trades a large
variety of fish and shellfish under the brand of Royal Greenland and
other private labels. It operates in the markets of Europe, Asia, Russia
and the US with more than 1900 employees worldwide.
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